Dear Sir/Madam

I am not a nursing students but as a community I am very plesure to give my opinion about English Language requirement for nursing registration. I realy very distreesed about this rules which says nursing student need IELTS 7 band or OET B. In my point of view which is unfare for them because IELTS 7 or OET B is very hard to get even local studen or any native people try it they won't get it. It will be the west of great amount of money (which they paid as college) as well as west of their significant amount of time. However, I understand that effective level of communication is required for the safe patient care. I think these requirement already fulfil when they graduate their nursing course. University assessed them with assignment, clinical placement, final exam, presentation etc So they don't need English test for registration.

From the point of my view, the English Language requirement for the registration purpose is unfair to the students who have started their study before two or three years ago.